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20. Preparations 
 

It was the happiest night of my long existence. Lying with Bella and watching her sleep, 

though I had done it many times before, had a new significance. For the first time, I felt 

confident that we would be together forever. Bella couldn’t possibly love me as I loved her, 

beyond all reason, beyond all restraint, but to have her promise to be mine and only 

mine…it was enough. 

I wondered how long it would be before Bella agreed to the actual marriage. I 

assumed that we would exchange our vows at the drive–through chapel in Las Vegas and 

that she would insist on keeping it secret. Esme would be disappointed when the truth 

eventually became known, but perhaps by then Bella would be amenable to holding a 

simple wedding ceremony with our families present. Whatever Bella decided to do was 

fine with me. With the promise she’d extracted from me in our new agreement, I thought 

she might choose to marry right away, but if not, surely we’d marry before moving to New 

Hampshire in the fall. I was excited to see how things would play out. 

Bella had fallen asleep so late that she slept in late too. After welcoming her into the 

new day—the first day of our engagement!—I left her alone while I went to the kitchen to 

practice my breakfast–making skills. Bella wandered downstairs when she smelled the 

eggs and toast. 

My family returned from their hunting trip around noon and set about preparing for 

the upcoming battle—everyone except Alice, that is. She hung around Bella and me, 

displaying signs of extreme annoyance. I knew why and I didn’t plan to give her an 

opening to vent. I was too blissful to let her ruin my good mood.  

“I think that you’re going to want to pack for cold weather, Edward,” Alice said 

sourly. “I can’t see where you are exactly, because you’re taking off with that dog this 

afternoon. But the storm that’s coming seems particularly bad in that general area.” 

I nodded at her, trying not to smile. She was annoyed about losing her vision 

whenever the werewolves were involved with us, but she was even more annoyed at me. 

“It’s going to snow on the mountains,” she added. 

“Ew, snow,” Bella complained. She’d always disliked the cold and I still found it 

miraculous that she wanted me. 

“Wear a jacket,” Alice directed Bella. I was sure Bella sensed my sister’s irritation, 

but I didn’t think she had figured out what the problem was—yet. 

Alice followed us to the garage where I began filling a backpack with the camping 

gear we would need for Bella on Little Tahoma overnight—tent, four–season sleeping bag, 

a canteen, first aid kit, and some dried food in sealed packages. Bella made an “icky” face 
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at those, but we would be on the mountain long enough for Bella to need sustenance. 

As I picked and sorted through cabinets, Alice was silently giving me hell. 

Edward, how could you promise Bella a Las Vegas wedding? You know I’ve been 

waiting for this event since you met her. It’s the last real wedding our family will ever have.  

I handed Bella my cell phone. “Why don’t you call Jacob and tell him we’ll be 

ready for him in an hour or so. He knows where to meet us.” 

Alice would not be ignored. 

You cannot run off to Las Vegas and get married in a car, for heaven’s sake! Please 

let me plan your wedding! 

I just smiled. For once, Alice was not going to get her way. Bella would never agree 

to it. 

If you don’t talk to Bella, I will. You know I can convince her. 

I shook my head definitively. I did not want her pressuring Bella after everything it 

had taken to get my yes—and knowing that Bella wasn’t yet at ease with her decision. I’d 

promised her that we didn’t have to tell anyone, but it would be hard to keep Alice quiet.  

Bella hung up the cell phone and looked at us curiously. 

“Billy said to tell you ‘good luck.’” 

“That was generous of him,” I replied, turning away from my interfering sister. 

“Bella, could I please speak to you alone?” Alice broke in. 

“You’re about to make my life harder than it needs to be, Alice,” I hissed at her 

quietly. “I’d really rather you didn’t.” 

“This isn’t about you, Edward,” Alice countered. 

I laughed. It wasn’t about me?  

“It’s not. This is a female thing,” she insisted and I growled softly at her. 

Alice knew full well that while I would like a traditional wedding, Bella certainly 

would not. I’d have been thrilled to stand at the altar in a tuxedo and watch my love walk 

down the aisle to the familiar wedding march. I’d have been fine with letting Alice plan 

everything, even if she did go overboard, but ironically, I was arguing against it for Bella’s 

sake. She was reluctant to have a marriage, let alone an elaborate wedding. 

“Let her talk to me,” Bella said. 

I flashed her a look of warning, then gave in with a shrug. “You asked for it.” My 

getting obstreperous wouldn’t stop Alice anyway. As I left the garage, my sister began 

marshaling her formidable powers of persuasion to unleash on my unsuspecting fiancée.  

“Bella?” Alice asked in a sad voice meant to induce maximum guilt. 

“What’s wrong, Alice?” Bella asked in concern. I was surprised she couldn’t see 

what was coming a mile off. 

“Don’t you love me?”  

Cruel! Opening with the kicker! 

“Of course I do. You know that.”  

“Then why do I see you sneaking off to Vegas to get married without inviting me?” 
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“Oh.” Bella paused, anxious not to hurt Alice’s feelings and worried that she 

already had done so. “You know how I hate to make a big deal out of things. It was 

Edward’s idea, anyway.” In two seconds, Alice had Bella on the defensive, practically 

apologizing. 

“I don’t care whose idea it was. How could you do this to me? I expect that kind of 

thing from Edward, but not from you. I love you like you were my own sister.” 

“To me, Alice, you are my sister.” 

“Words!” Alice barked. She was in excellent form today. 

“Fine, you can come,” Bella capitulated. “There won’t be much to see.”  

Did Bella really think Alice would let her off that easily? 

“What?” Bella asked, probably in response to the Alice–patented, pained 

expression. 

“How much do you love me, Bella?” 

“Why?” 

“Please, please, please,” Alice wheedled. “Please, Bella, please—if you really love 

me…. Please let me do your wedding.” 

“Aw, Alice!” Bella groaned, finally catching on to my devious sister’s true 

intentions. “No! Don’t do this to me.” 

“If you really, truly love me, Bella,” Alice pushed. 

“That is so unfair. And Edward kind of already used that one on me.” 

“I’ll bet Edward would like it better if you did this traditionally, though he’d never 

tell you that.”  

I cringed from a distance. Alice was using me to lay even more guilt on Bella. I 

wouldn’t be surprised if she backed out of the whole deal! And still Alice went on.  

“And Esme—think what it would mean to her!” 

Ooh… low blow. 

“I’d rather face the newborns alone,” Bella moaned. 

“I’ll owe you for a decade.” The pitch of Alice’s voice rose, the sound of imminent 

victory. 

“You’d owe me for a century!” Bella yelled. 

“Is that a yes?” 

“No! I don’t want to do this!” 

“You won’t have to do anything but walk a few yards and then repeat after the 

minister.” 

“Ugh! Ugh, ugh!” 

“Please?” Alice begged shamelessly. “Please, please, please, please, please?”  

I grinned in spite of myself. Bella was getting a taste of her own medicine. The way 

she’d pleaded with me to make love with her last night… If Bella knew how close she’d 

come to succeeding…. 

“I’ll never, never ever forgive you for this, Alice.” There it was—complete 
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surrender.  

“Yea!” Alice cheered and began clapping. 

“That’s not a yes!” Bella balked. 

“But it will be,” Alice replied, undiscouraged. 

“Edward!” Bella hollered. “I know you’re listening. Get over here.” 

Uh oh. My turn. 

“Thanks so much, Alice,” I growled to the sound of Alice’s continued clapping. 

Bella was upset, but rather than yell at me, she threw her arms around my neck and laid her 

battered, defeated head against my shoulder.  

“Vegas,” I whispered in reassurance, ignoring Alice. But I couldn’t save Bella from 

the guilt trip.  

“Not a chance,” Alice retorted. “Bella would never do that to me. You know, 

Edward, as a brother, you are sometimes a disappointment.” 

“Don’t be mean,” Bella objected. “He’s trying to make me happy, unlike you.” 

There was a tremor in her voice. 

“I’m trying to make you happy, too, Bella,” Alice explained. “It’s just that I know 

better what will make you happy…in the long run. You’ll thank me for this. Maybe not for 

fifty years, but definitely someday.” 

“I never thought I’d see the day where I’d be willing to take a bet against you, 

Alice, but it has arrived.” Bella had given in. Like it or not, my little sister was putting on a 

wedding. 

“So, are you going to show me the ring?” Alice looked at Bella’s left hand. “Huh. I 

saw him put it on you…Did I miss something?” After going blank–faced for a moment, the 

psychic answered her own question. “No, wedding’s still on,” she chirped. 

“Bella has issues with jewelry,” I explained. 

“What’s one more diamond? Well, I guess the ring has lots of diamonds, but my 

point is that he’s already got one on—” 

“Enough, Alice!” I glared angrily at her. Would she never shut up? So far, Bella 

hadn’t guessed that the sparkling heart I’d attached to her bracelet was neither glass nor 

crystal. If she knew what it was, she never would have accepted it. Alice was going to ruin 

it for both of us! 

“We’re in a hurry,” I snarled.  

Alice quickly put two and two together.  

Oops! Sorry, Edward! 

“I don’t understand. What’s that about diamonds?” Bella asked in confusion. 

“We’ll talk about it later,” Alice rushed to reply. “Edward is right—you’d better get 

going. You’ve got to set a trap and make camp before the storm comes.” 

Bella let it drop—I was extraordinarily relieved.  

 

*** 
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As I carried Bella in my arms to the clearing with the backpack occupying her usual 

position, I considered the second part of our bargain—making love to Bella while she was 

still human. After the conversation I’d had recently with my father, I had stopped worrying 

about undertaking this dangerous and seemingly impossible feat. But now, I was back on 

the hook and somehow I would have to come through for her—after marriage, yes, but that 

day would come soon enough. I didn’t know how I could ever be what she needed me to be. 

For now, though, I was content to focus on the wedding and put aside thoughts of the 

wedding night. 

We were taking a circuitous route to the clearing far away from the path Jacob 

would follow later to convey Bella to the ridge on Little Tahoma. The newborns would 

approach from Puget Sound over the Olympic Mountains from the east. Jasper’s plan 

called for them to cross Bella’s scent, which would lead them to the clearing where 

we—my family, I mean—would be waiting to destroy them. Alice had shown me the path 

the newborns would take and so I sent Bella on a short walk from the clearing along a line 

that would transect it. 

The weather was disturbing. A low pressure system was moving rapidly into the 

area, bringing unusually strong Arctic winds from the north. Just before we left the house, 

Alice had called out, “Don’t forget your coat, Bella. It seems…unseasonably cold.” 

Unfortunately, with the werewolves in the picture, Alice couldn’t tell us anything specific 

about what would happen on the mountain. The wolves acted like a lead curtain in an X–

ray, creating a big blank spot in her vision. 

I followed along with Bella as she created her scent trail, but remained a constant 

distance from her. She had been adamant about our letting her do something to help with 

the battle. I refused to let her sit in the clearing and act as newborn bait like she’d wanted to 

do and this was part of our compromise. 

“Am I doing this right?” she called out as she dragged her fingers over tree trunks 

and pulled her hands through tall ferns. 

“Perfectly.” 

“Will this help?” she wanted to know. I looked over from my parallel path and saw 

that she was pulling hairs from her head and draping them over plants here and there. 

“Yes, that does make the trail stronger. But you don’t need to pull your hair out, 

Bella. It will be fine.” 

“I’ve got a few extras I can spare,” she replied. 

As we walked, I thought about how Alice had twisted Bella’s arm to agree to an 

elaborate wedding. Bella had been completely unprepared for the frontal attack.  

“You don’t need to let Alice have her way, you know,” I said. 

“Don’t worry about it, Edward. I’m not going to leave you at the altar, regardless.”  

“That’s not what I’m worried about,” I said, though in truth, it had crossed my 

mind. “I want this to be what you want it to be.” Most women planned their weddings to 
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express their own personality and taste, didn’t they? Bella certainly had a distinctive 

style—one might call it neo–Grunge—which was a far cry from what I knew Alice had in 

mind. 

“Well, even if she does get her way,” I told Bella, “we can keep it small. Just us. 

Emmett can get a clerical license off the Internet.” 

Bella laughed. “That does sound better.”  

“See, there’s always a compromise.” I chuckled. Words to live by. 

Bella trudged along, conscientiously touching everything in her path. I kept a close 

eye on her, hoping that she wouldn’t trip over a root or something and fall. 

After she crossed the path the newborns would follow, I had her turn around and 

retrace the same path back to the clearing. We’d almost made it when Bella’s good luck ran 

out and she lost her balance. She grabbed for a tree branch which broke off in her hand on 

her way down. 

“Ouch!” Bella cried. “Oh, fabulous.” 

“Are you all right?” 

“I’m fine. Stay where you are. I’m bleeding. It will stop in a minute.” 

Silly girl. I dodged the twenty yards through the trees to her and slipped off the 

backpack. 

“I’ve got a first aid kit. I had a feeling I might need it.” 

“It’s not bad. I can take care of it—you don’t have to make yourself 

uncomfortable.” 

“I’m not uncomfortable,” I told her. “Here—let me clean it.” 

“Wait a second, I just got another idea.” Bella pressed her bloodied hand against a 

rock, leaving a red splotch.  

“What are you doing?” 

“Jasper will love this,” Bella muttered, walking toward the clearing and touching 

trees and rocks she passed. “I’ll bet this really gets them going.” 

I sighed. 

“Hold your breath,” Bella said. 

“I’m fine. I just think you’re going overboard.” 

“This is all I get to do. I want to do a good job,” Bella countered as we entered the 

clearing. 

“Well, you have,” I told her. “The newborns will be frantic, and Jasper will be very 

impressed with your dedication. Now let me treat your hand—you’ve gotten the cut dirty.” 

“Let me do it, please,” she argued. 

I took her hand. “This doesn’t bother me anymore.” I cleaned the wound with 

antiseptic and pressed a bandage over it. 

“Why not?” 

I shrugged. “I got over it.” 

“You…got over it? When? How?”  
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I smiled. “I lived through an entire twenty–four hours thinking that you were dead, 

Bella. That changed the way I look at a lot of things.” 

“Did it change the way I smell to you?” 

“Not at all. But…having experienced the way it feels to think I’ve lost you…my 

reactions have changed. My entire being shies away from any course that could inspire that 

kind of pain again.” 

Bella just stared at me. 

I smiled. “I guess that you could call it a very educational experience.” Educational 

in the worst possible way, of course. It was good in the end that I had learned to control my 

blood craving for Bella, because very soon I would have to bite through her skin numerous 

times and poison her blood with my venom—another bargain I’d made in the quest for her 

hand. That made two feats I’d promised my beloved in exchange for marriage. In fairy 

tales, such endeavors always seemed to come in groups of three, though. It made me 

wonder what other impossible acts would be required of me. 

Bella shivered in the cold wind that howled through the clearing. 

“All right. You’ve done your part,” I said, unzipping the backpack and pulling out a 

winter coat for Bella. “Now it’s out of our hands. Let’s go camping!” I grinned broadly and 

then took Bella’s newly bandaged hand and started pulling her toward the opposite side of 

the clearing. 

I’m here, bloodsucker. 

“Where are we meeting Jacob?” Bella asked. 

“Right here.” And speaking of the dev…werewolf…there he was. 

I cringed momentarily when Jacob stepped into the clearing wearing the flimsiest 

pair of cutoff sweatpants you’ve ever seen—and nothing else. At nearly seven feet tall, his 

brown, muscled body was both beautiful and intimidating. Though I was once again 

grateful to him for helping Bella in a way I could not, I was also displeased that he had to be 

so strikingly bare while doing it. I clamped my jaw shut to keep my less–than–civilized 

thoughts to myself. 

Jacob’s mind was loud and obnoxious, as usual. He was not pleased to see me, 

particularly, but was happy to see Bella. He was anticipating holding her against his naked 

chest for several hours with his rival nowhere in the vicinity. He had a plan to push his case 

with her as far as he could during the jaunt up the mountain. He was prepared to cajole, 

harass, or possibly even coerce Bella into kissing him, or even more annoyingly, into 

admitting that she loved him. He believed that if he could break down her defenses with 

physical contact, she would magically recognize that he was the one for her, rather than 

me. This was one reason why my night with Bella had been so important. I meant to 

supersede his efforts. 

“There had to have been a better way to do this,” I said under my breath, frowning 

at Jacob’s thoughts. 

“Too late now,” Bella said. Her tone made her words sound like a complaint. She 
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still must be annoyed at Jacob for his oral assault on her. 

I sighed. 

“Hey, Jake,” Bella called when we approached his side of the clearing. 

“Hi, Bella.” 

“Hello, Jacob,” I said civilly. He ignored me. I wondered if he could feel the aura of 

victory around me.  

“Where do I take her?” he demanded. 

I retrieved a topographical map of the relevant part of Mt. Rainier and handed it to 

Jacob. 

“We’re here now,” I pointed. Jacob started to flinch from my reach before catching 

himself. He was deeply uncomfortable being near any of my family, but he had the added 

discomfort of his personal aversion toward me as his rival for Bella’s heart. Jacob didn’t 

know that she had already given me her yes, but the fact that she’d removed her 

engagement ring so quickly gave me pause. 

“And you’re taking her up here.” I traced the route on the map. “Roughly nine 

miles. When you’re about a mile away, you should cross my path. That will lead you in. Do 

you need the map?” 

“No, thanks. I know this area pretty well. I think I know where I’m going.” 

“I’ll take a longer route,” I told him. “And I’ll see you in a few hours.” 

It was time to leave Bella with him. I hated this part.  

“See you,” Bella murmured. 

With a sinking heart, I turned and dashed across the clearing into the forest. I would 

start out in the opposite direction from them and take a roundabout way up the mountain, 

arriving well before they did.  

When I was halfway up the mountain, the low pressure system that had been 

threatening arrived. A huge, black, storm cloud blanketed the mountain as far as the 

horizon. It was much too cold for June and the altitude was too high for rain. I raced up the 

mountain as snow began to fall, performing a number of backtracking maneuvers that I’d 

learned from Victoria while pursuing her in Texas. Not that I expected anyone to follow 

my trail, but extra caution couldn’t hurt. 

By the time I arrived at the location I’d chosen to hide Bella, the snow flurries had 

thickened. The camping spot was a cut–out in the ridge, which created a flat floor for the 

tent and a sheer rock wall to protect us from the cold north wind. It also prevented anyone 

approaching from behind.  

It took a few seconds to set up the REI igloo–style tent and a few more seconds to 

secure it with a heavy boulder in each corner. In this kind of wind, regular tent stakes 

would pull right out of the rocky ground.  

Once that task was finished, I had nothing to do for the several hours Jacob would 

require to traverse the mountain and bring Bella to me. Being separated from her now was 

a new kind of torture. I still was disappointed that I wouldn’t be at the battle to destroy 
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those who would destroy Bella, but I was even more grateful that we would be together. 

I was determined not to listen to Bella and Jacob’s conversation or to Jacob’s 

thoughts while I waited, so I began to pace, worrying and fretting instead. Frankly, I was 

less troubled by the dangers of the upcoming battle than I was by what Jacob might be 

saying to Bella as he held her against his bare, chiseled chest. Though I hadn’t considered it 

earlier, I was rather glad that Bella had coaxed me to remove my shirt the night before. She 

had obviously enjoyed touching me, despite my chilly temperature. Maybe experiencing 

me in that way with a promise of more would inoculate her against Jacob’s particularly 

human kind of appeal.  

As time passed, the weather, which was deteriorating minute by minute, began 

troubling me anew. Bella hated the cold and snow, but worse than the discomfort of it was 

its inherent danger. I’d begun to wish that I’d picked a hiding place at a lower elevation 

where her freezing to death was less likely.  

They were getting close…finally. I heard their voices and caught a whiff of Jacob’s 

werewolf odor on the wind. I paced faster as Bella came nearer and then…they were there. 

“Bella!” I cried with immense relief. She was whole and unharmed, though I don’t 

know what else I might have expected. Jacob wouldn’t do anything that might start a fight 

with me and risk missing the upcoming battle. Not for any reason. 

I darted to Bella…my fiancée…and saw Jacob recoil from my approach. He 

recovered quickly, though, and set Bella on her feet. I grabbed her in a full–body hug, joy 

and relief spreading through me like a narcotic. 

“Thank you,” I said over Bella’s head. “That was quicker than I expected, and I 

truly appreciate it.” In spite of our rivalry, I was extremely grateful for his help in ensuring 

Bella’s safety. Covering her scent with his had been his idea. 

I didn’t do it for you, Jacob thought, then said, “Get her inside. This is going to be 

bad—my hair’s standing up on my scalp.” He sniffed into the wind. “Is that tent secure?” 

“I all but welded it to the rock.” 

“Good.” 

As a native creature of this forest and these mountains, Jacob was attuned to subtle 

variances in the weather and to the signals given off by the resident birds and beasts. He 

was thinking about how quiet the wildlife had become in anticipation of the storm. The 

animals were hunkered down in their dens or nests preparing to wait it out. We both looked 

up at the huge, black cloud roiling above our heads, becoming more ominous every minute.  

“I’m going to change,” Jacob said, mostly to himself. “I want to know what’s going 

on back home.” He hung his parka on a tree branch and disappeared into the forest. 

I saw in Jacob’s mind that Sam had ordered him to stay with us in case of any 

sudden change of plans. Sam would send Seth to replace him in the morning. Though 

neither wolf’s presence was necessary, I was obliged to Sam. Jacob’s being available 

overnight was neither here nor there, but having access to the pack mind through Seth 

would be the next best thing to being at the battle myself. 
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